
 

 

 
 

THINK… MUSIC 

Music plays an important part in helping actors tell the story of the play. The RSC has in-house 

musicians who play a range of instruments and can often be seen performing 

on stage with the actors. Most musicians work in theatre on a freelance basis, 

so if you are set on becoming a professional musician then practice, practice, 

practice, and play with as many people as possible in a variety of ensembles 

and bands.  Then look out for advertisements on music websites, in music 

shops, and in magazines for vacancies and write to those who regularly book 

musicians enclosing your details. A Musical Director works closely with Directors 

and Producers on the proposed style and feel of a production. They need to have an in-depth 

knowledge of music, be able to conduct; arrange and have knowledge of every instrument for 

orchestration.  

Working Environment 

Although the RSC has a number of salaried in-house musicians and there are salaried positions with 

some major orchestras in the UK, most musicians are commissioned to work on a freelance basis. As a 

freelance music professional, you can work in many different settings, from theatres and concerts halls to 

film and television studios, through to private events so it’s important to be versatile. If you go on to 

become a Music Director, this versatility will stand you in good stead. As with Acting, work may be 

sporadic, and you need to be realistic about whether you are able to handle the financial uncertainty. 

Qualifications 

A career in musical theatre takes a lot of dedication and hard work. An in depth knowledge of music is 

paramount to succeeding as a professional musician. Further study of music would be beneficial in 

broadening your knowledge, and crucial if you aim to become a Musical Director, where highly detailed 

musical knowledge is essential. 

Work Experience  

It can be difficult to break into the field as a professional musician. Like acting, it is an extremely 

competitive industry, so be prepared to take a few knocks along the way. With talent, commitment and 
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determination though, there are opportunities. Get involved in any way you can – like with a local 

amateur theatre groups, and do your research – ask at your local theatre about any projects you might 

be able to get involved in. 
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